
Have VO101 Evaluate Your Voice Over – Just Record This Free Script!

Email Your MP3's to: student@vo101.com

Remember, read each using a different tone, pace and attitude as to reflect a varied sound. 

The key is to sound “slightly different” on each clip. Each should be no more than 15 – 20
seconds max, or 3 – 4 lines. Note: anywhere you see a “...” that means pause.

Voice Over / Narration Copy:

SURE SHADE (friendly / trustworthy)
Sure Shade's boat shades eliminate cumbersome and tedious canvas handling, allowing for shade 
where once not possible. Unlike traditional boat canvas and Bimini tops, Sure Shade sunshade 
systems utilize a patented telescoping framework technology that easily extends and retracts for 
unobstructed shade and freedom of movement on a boat.

OSHA: (educational / professional)
Federal agencies must have a safety and health program that meet the same standards as private 
employers. Although OSHA does not fine federal agencies, it does monitor federal agencies and 
responds to workers' complaints. The United States Postal Service (USPS) is covered by OSHA.

UNV OF PHOENIX (youthful / honest)
Whether you're a lifelong learner or you want to develop the skills and knowledge that can prepare 
you to be more successful in your career, University of Phoenix can help. We offer a range of 
individual, professional development and test-preparation courses, as well as certificate programs.

SAMS (friendly, fun)
Did you know Sam's serves only 100% pure North American beef. I believe this is why they're 
hamburgers taste better and juicier than the other burger joints. See it's not about the millions they've 
served over 18 years, it's how they treat me that matters. Sam's – much more than just burgers.th

FLOWERS (soft / warm)
Make the girl in your life feel special. Stop by Flower Hut and get her the finest, freshest, highest 
quality flowers, plants and gifts in the area. The professional, caring and knowledgeable staff is happy 
to create just the right floral gift for any occasion, even prom. Flower Hut is dedicated to making your 
floral giving experience a pleasant one for both you and your special someone.
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